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Undesirahle and Uncmstftmimal
WHENEVER a lifelong servant
suddenly and for no apparent reaso&
turrrs on his or her master or
mistress it is a time of great satis-
faction for anarchists but great
concern for all others in the house-
hold. When the servant is Lord
Denning and the master is the stare,
those around become aII the more
nervous. So when, in March thi.s
year, his eminence declared jury
vetting to be both 'unconstitutional
and undesirable', some believed
this to be the long awaited signal
that not all state excesses coul.d
automatically comm and the approval
of those who permitled tlrem to
develop in the first place. Ghers,
more cynically, saw it as conclus-
iv-e evidence of the Harnpshire
horror's senility raiher than his
conversion to pursuit of the common
good.

Whichever the case, any hope that
our obscure criminal system might
be movingtowrds the creation of a
tenuous link with justice was soon
dashed when, less than tlree months
Iater, Lord Justice Lawton ruled
thatl:olice were not merely entitled
to submit the jury panel list to a
seareh of their files, but should
actually be encouraged to do so. In
this case, Vincent Mason had been
convicted of burglary and haldling
stolen property and offered an invit-
ation he couldn't refuse of five years'
fr.ee board. He appealed unsuccess-
fuily against conviction when his
lawyers discovered that the names of
potential jurors had been vetted.

The failure of Mason's appeal be-
comes remarkable when the Attorn-
ey General's guidelines are studied.
According to these, jurors may be
vetted in only two classes of cases:
first, in serlous offences where
strong political motives are involved
"such as the IRA and other terrorist
cases and cases under the Offtial
Secrets Act" and secondly, in ser-
icus offences "alleged to have been
committed by a person or persons
beiieved to belong to a gang of pro-
fessional criminals". Although diff-
icult to picture a situation furtler
removed from these cases than that
of an unfortunate burglar, it comes
&s no surprise to learn, once again,
that police ignore the guidelines
whenever they think they can get
away with it. What is incredible is the

acceptance of t}te prosecution's
bland submission that the sole pur-
pose of the vetting was to determine
whether any potential jurors were
disqualified on accormt of their pre-
vious convictions. In that way, the
police were doing no more than to
earry out their duty to prevent
crime l

The inevitabtre conclusion to aII
this is that, in the race to abolish
the words 'random selection' from
Iegal parlzurce, the Attorney Gener-
aI, shackJ.ed by parliament, has
been rapidly overtaken by the judges,
shacktred by prejudice alone. It now
appears likeiy that any jury of the
future wi.Il have been, in effect,
selected by the prosecution. Two
possibilities wiII remain: to trust
the police to restrict their search-
ing to a 'erime prevention' exercise,
or to plead guilty and get it over
with. Bearing in mind that police
exerclse integrity to the extent that
Thdtcher indulges in self criticism,
the latter choice is probably prefer-
able.

To regard such a development as
the thin end of the wedge between the
jury and defendant would be wrong,
because the weQe is already firmly
embedded and its rnovement has
passed almost unnoticed. In 1967,
the judge in the Angry Brigade trial
was criticised for allowing defence
lawyers to ask potential jurors
questions designed to reveal any
bias against the defendants. In 1973,
the removal of jurors' occupations
from the list was designed solely to
make the exercise of challenges by
the defence more difficult; and in
197?, the defence right to exercise
the challenge itself was r"edueed
from seven chaLlenges to three.
So the demise of the jury has been
ireralded by a diminution of the
accused's rights and a corresponding
growth in the prosculorrs rights to
the extent that, in the Persons
Unknown trial, all aspects of the
iife style of potential jurors were
checked, including criminal convict-
ions, political affiliations, type of
living accommodation, emPloYment
and whether they had ever made
complaints against the police.

The weakening of trial by jurY
should not be dismissed simPIY as
further evidence that the state is
alive and weLl and living just above

us, for it carries far greater sig-
niJicance. The vulgar finery of law-
yers aad their archaic and ridicul-
ous mode of address, set against the
solitude of the accused in t}le dock,
has always conjured up a stark pict-
ure of repression and unfettrered
power. Against this stood the jury,
its origins lying within the commun-
ity rather than the state, composed
of citizens from the bottom of the
pyramid, chosen at random to study
facts dispassionately and apply just-
ice rather than rule of law, the
final bulwark against omnipotent
autlority.

The enormous rate of acquittals
in recent years has been a sign of
contempt from ordinary people for
false Satements, planted evidence
and consistent rrralpractice . The
consequent and inevitable erosion
of this bulwark is more than just a
symbol that freedom is dl'ninishing
more quickly than we thought: if
the accused is no longer to be
judged impartially by his or her own
people, then the accused's subjug-
ation and alienation are complete.
In fact, no-one can be very sur-
prised to learn that what was
'unconstitutional' tlree months ago
has been very much a part of our
constitution for some time and is
one more component of a machine
which is unlikely to seize up of its
own accord.

R.T.
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IF YOU had recently returned to
these shores after an absence of
several years you would be forgiv-
en for thinking that the presumption
of innocence was no longer extant
and that the accused's final barrier
against the state grinder had at last
been removed. If you read the news-
papers or simply overhear conversa-
tions on buses and trains you will
know by now that Peter Sutcliffe is
the Yorkshire Ripper and that Ger-
ard Tuite is an IRA‘terrorist and
the most dangerous man in Britain.
You may also recall that neither‘
man has actually been convicted of
any offence, although that fact i-s
afforded little prominence by a
press and police force concerned
only with the enormity of their all-
eged crimes. '

Coverage of Peter Sutcliffe‘s
arrest is difficult to evaluate in
terms of sheer blatant prejudice and
hysteria. inflamed by a campaign of
innuendo, speculation and selective
reporting, the re is little wonder that
the usual public lynching party per-
formed so convincingly outside the
court on his first appearance. Ad-
equate evidence of Sutcliffe‘s guilt
was readily available without actu-
ally making any accusation: we were
soon to learn of the police officers‘
‘total delight’ following the arrest
and the subsequent scaling down of
their costly enquiries; the same day,
the photofit likeness and Sutcliffe
were said to be identical; as he was
driven away after arrest, a hammer
and a knife were found in the road - I
a very interesting fact in view of
the disclosure that victims had been
bludgeoned and stabbed. Later rep-
orts were accompanied by a timely
catalogue of the 13 murders and
enlightening interviews with neigh-
bours in the course of which Sut-
cliffe had suddenly appeared ‘rather
odd‘, ‘very quiet - you could say
mysterious‘ and ‘away from home a
lot‘. Any remaining doubt was dis-
pelled by a report which concluded
with the astonishing insight that he
had once been employed as a grave-
digger. The climax to this ill-placed
and mischievous journalese was
reached when the accused’ s sens-
ible reticence in court was met
with a vivid description of public
jeering, neon lights, Sutcliffe ‘s
‘oblivious demeanour' and the in-
evitable hustling away mider a
blanket.

Coming in the wake of‘ such an
in-depth character study, the Sol-

icitor Gene ral‘s appeal to the good"
sense of editors to do nothing to
prejudice a fair trial comes a little
late. In their press conference,
Yorkshire Police can hardly be said
to have acted in the best interests
of the man who was then only a A
suspect and their recently revealed
use of the police computer to check
all cars travelling through red- light
districts in the area gives the lie to
their boast that the arrest showed the
value of routine policing of the com-
munity.

If you consider coverage of Sut-
cliffs ‘s case to have been the most
prejudicial in recent years then you
will have forgotten the classic state-
ments which followed the escape of j
Gerard Tuite last December. Tuite
was one of many who, during the
prison officer's dispute, had takenludi
advantage of the lax security to visit
the outside world again. However,
Tuite and two others had no intention
of returning and the scale of prejudice
in the statements and actions follow-
ing his disappearance is impossiblev
to match. As a potent reminder of
the description of Tuite as a dedic-
ated and dangerous member of the
IRA, a public enemy who has planted
bombs in central London, we are now
confronted daily with posters bearing
the legend ‘Terrorist Alert - this
man must be caught‘. When confront-
ed with the fact that all this is attach-
ed to a man who remains unconvicted
and awaits trial at the Old Bailey, the
official police response exceeded ev-
ery precedent in the annals of police
banality. No less a personage than
Deputy Assistant Commissioner
Powis of Scotland Yard tartly replied
that ‘the safety of the public is the "
supreme law‘. Powis, you may re-
call, is the intellectual athlete who
recently published a blockbuster
entitled ‘Signs of Crime‘ reviewed
in Black Flag and Xtral, which id-
entfiied unmistakeable characterist-
ics of the ‘criminal type’. Whilst
this statement may appear obvious
to a man who recognizes no need for
a jury to pronounce on guilt or inn-
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question : the damage to both accused
men is irreversible and must affect
the out-come of any subsequent trial.
And yet the likelihood of proceedings
being taken gere is remote because
of the ambiguity of the contempt law,
which prohibits publication of matter
which might prejudice a case from
the point at which proceedings are
‘imminent’, a term which, in the
proposed contempt Bill relates to the
moment when the arrest warrant is
issue d, and not to the moment of the
charge (as the Phillimore committee
originally recommended). No jurors,
however randomly selected, can hope
to remain objective and immune
within the storm of prejudice whipped
up by press and police alike and, in
view of the state of the contempt law,
there appears every likelihood that
similarly extensive coverage will be
repeated in other cases of ‘public
intere st‘.

To anarchists, such events come
as no surprise ;that innocence before
proof of guilt is a lie has been shown
many times before in discussion of
perjured evidence, vetted juries,
biased judges and the like. The lie
must continue to be perpetrated by
a state which proclaims equality "
but which practises suppression;
the inadequate and belated warning
of the Solicitor General claims to be
prompted by the need to ensure a fair
trial. In fact, it is spoken out of fear
that lengthy legal argument by the de-
fence mat avoid a conviction by show-
ing that no juror could ever approach
the cases with an open mind. And so, s
for the time being, the grinder
grinds on and only the individual
stands in contempt. RT

HoHeroes  
Dear FREEDOM _

Why must we keep living in the
past, glorifying long lost h€f0e$
such as Ravachol (Review, 20 Dncemher).
No wonder our fellow human beings
tremble at the sound of the word
anarchy, It's worrying the way so many
anarchs perpetuate thlS fO0llSh C10&k

and dagger image; it almost seems
nazi (fascists use the black flag as
well). Anarchy means love and liberty
so my ® flag is all the colours of
the rainbow. yours "
Hampshire P- DISMAL

ocence, the significance for anarch- UIIBIMPORTANT "-'-"",-""""""'
ists must bode ill for the future.
Logically, such a catch allphrase‘
knows no bounds and may be applied
as and when the police consider it
expedient. .

' In the light of all this the possibility
that either man will now benefit from
a fair trial must be considered non-
existent. That both the press and

The weekend of activities in
Plymouth between 30th. January and
1st February has had to be cancelled
because of inadequate response in
the South-West. "

If, however, people are really
inleresied, please contact GE_Short,
115 St Pancras Avenue, Manadon
Vale, Plymouth, and perham the

police hav acted in contempt is beyond event can be reorganised.
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SAS heroes
DESPITE vetting by the police,

prejudiced directions from judges
and all other efforts to secure the
proper verdict, our juries are
showing themselves to be an ever
more unreliable part of the state
machine. A serious lapse occurred
last week at Westminster Coroners
Court, whe re the jury took nearly
an hour to reach a verdict of
‘justifiable homicide’ at the Iranian
Embassy siege inquest. The sur-
prise confessed by the coroner at
this extraordinary case of indec-
ision is quite understandable.
After all, we have been treated,
under the glare of TV cameras, to
a real life drama which puts ‘The
Professionals’ right in the shade.
All the ingredients were there:
Iranian 'terrorists' with no popular
support; innocent hostages support-
ed by the inevitable police hero;
long drawn out negotiations and
then, finally, the wreaking of
vengeance by our home grown SAS
heroes.

The coroner clearly found it
difficult to see what could have
caused the delay. Could it be that
the jurors were a little disturbed
by the discovery of only one air
pistol in the embassy, the other
weapons having been thrown out ?
We re they perhaps concerned by
one ‘witness's testimony that a
‘terrorist’ was held and shot
through the head at close range and
that others, apparently after surr-
endering, suffered 10, 15 and
39 wounds ? Well, even if they were
disconce rted by the sheer savagery
of the siege, the coroner clearly
suffered no such misgivings, and
that's all that matters. Our state
heroes may have ignored the ‘rule
of law’ coveted by their masters,
but then rules are made to be
broken, aren't they ? And to think
the Iranians chose England because
they regarded it as the ‘home of
freedom‘ I

R.T.
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 LETTER5
Lennon
Dear Editors

No doubt you're receiving a lot
of feedback about the recent article
'Chapman' (20 Dec, vol. 41, no. 25).
I am inflamed with anger. The insin-
uations about John Lennon are ridicu-
lous. Your true priorities are ob-
vious when you dwell on the fact that
John Lenoon was very rich. So what?
What would it achieve and prove if
John Lennon were on the dole? What if
he had given his last penny to feed
starving Kampuzheans? It might have
bought one meal - then what? It's
a cop-out to lay that responsibility
on him. If it belongs to anyone it
belongs to all of us. It is true
that money IE powef in our society.
But note the vast difference in the
way John Lennon exerted the influence
of his 'power' from someone like
Rockefeller. Don't forget the benefit
concerts, the peace rallies, the
freedom marches. And for your informat-
ion, yes, John did give cash to var-
ious causes: in fact l0 per cent of his
earnings. I'm all for peaceful revol-
ution, aren't you? I think it's pretty
fucking revolutionary to enlighten
and inspire the lives of as many
people as John Lennon did. Don't get
so wrapped up in figures and finance
of revolution to forget that the most
valuable gift that's givable is aware-
ness.

SUZY MAY
London
THE REPLY. . . .

OK I agree we're all to blame, but
bloody hell - did you see the news-
papers the week he died ?- talk
about obscene. ‘Working Class
Hero‘ all over the centre pages,
(famous champions of the working
class are the Daily Star and The
Sun) not to .r1ention thousandsof
people weeping and wailing in public
over pictures of him at organized
mourning ceremonies. If that's
John Lennon's 'Revolution' (or
rather his followers version) then
I'm afraid we part company. - -

And in the meantime, what's
happening about Mark Chapman? ? ‘P

DS
By the way, only unsigned articles
should be regarded as having been
written by the Editors.

All those of you who have been
writing letters recently about Max
Stirne r, and all those of you who
are going to be interested in read-

'l‘rot threat
Comrades,

PS in his comments on Labour
happenings in the last issue said
that-in.one sense -the.LE’right
has justification in attributing the
so called swing to the Left in the
LP (a purely mythical swing of
course Benn is not as radical as
the Bevan.of49, Bevanxwasrun as
radhxfl.asthe Lansbury aE35,the
Lansbury of 35 was not as radical
as the Lansbury of O6) to Trotskyist
infiltraion; instancing the Militant’s
descent from one or two members
of the old RCP. However that
descentprovesruarnorethanthe
factthaf atthe other end ofthe IIP
spectrum, Dennis Healey is also
an ex-member of the RCP as was
the hue Bessie Braddock, sothat
one could as fairly argue that the
Labour Party's undoubted swing to
the in the fifties was due to
Trotskyist infiltration.

Indeed this latter theory would
seem to be supported by the weight
of numbers: item, Jock Haston,
former Chairman of the RCP,
leader of the Independence faction
of the RCP — to which Militant's
theorist belonged - subsequently
witch-hunting political officer of
the London Labour Party and a
senior official. in Frank Chapple's
EEPTU;fimn,T.DanSmfin
former RCP convert from the ILP,
responsible for the rightward move
within the N.E. England Labour
Party, and for the involvement of
the L.P. there with capitalist
business, his enthusiasm for which
subsequenthrtook.hin1to prison;
item, Eric Varley - who was camp-
aign manager for Denis Healey in
the recent LP leadership contest =-
who was a member of the Fourth
International, and ofthe editorial
board of The Week in 1963 (both
IMG and the founding group of the
Institute for Workers‘ Control, are
descended from The Week);

The list could be extended indef-
hrnely;(to say nothing ofthe noble
lord of Gowrie, member of the

continued on page 7

ing them are requested topatiently
await the next issue of FREEDOM,
when they should find them lurking
somewhere iii the Review.
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continued from front page

would be no ‘u-tums’, there was no alter-
native. So, they did it. Unfortunately,
this doesn’t seem to have done a lot of
good for the level of inflation or the
money supply. Muttering from the ranks
has necessitated another show of firmness.
So the leaders, slightly reshuffled, go
away and do as they want. P

Not forgetting the Chief Constables
having ea little get together in sunny
Torquay (...of course my riots were
bigger than yours....). One of the speakers
will be Harriet Harmon of the NCCL, on

civil rights. So the leaders, still ignorant,
will go away and do as they want.

Somewhere along the way there will be
a conference by a mish-mash of shop-
soiled social democrats, centralist jellies
and gravy-train hoppers. As yet they have
no policies. So the leaders.... j .

This is no way to run a country. A
better example might be provided in
Poland, where Solidarity is based on
industrial unions and on recallable dele-
gates, mandated on specific issues. In the
old days, say Spain in 1936, this was
called anarcho-syndicalism. But don’t tell
the Russians.

A Base iorProtest
LAST week, at Old Street Court, the
notorious Italian ‘anarchist-link rioter’,
Patricia Giambi, was sentenced to 28
days imprisonment with a recommenda-
tion for deportation following her con-
viction for threatening behaviour at
Brixton. However welcome the prospect
of the massed forces of law and order,
armed with batons, shields and helmets
being threatened by Patricia, the circum-
stances of her conviction and sentence
were only too predictable. The practised,
fluent lies of police provocateurs and the
continuing press campaign carefully or-
chestrated by the Special Branch com-
bined to make result inevitable, and are
inadequately countered by ‘subdued
booing from a small group in the public
gallery’ which, so far, has been the sole
anarchist response.

In the event, far more serious than her
conviction for threatening behaviour was
the re-appearance for the passing of sen-
tence of magistrate Nichols, widely be-
lieved to be ‘heavily involved’ in the
maintenance of the status quo at all costs.
and to have ‘close links’ with Special
Branch prosecutors, as witnessed by his
silent but meaningful nods and winks
throughout the proceedings with police
lackey Sergeant Cork. The lengthy, well
reasoned arguments put on Patricia’s
behalf proved all but useless in the face
of a bigot who had already demonstrated
the ability to view evidence entirely sub-
jectively. As a ‘worker’ in this country,

Patricia was protected by the EEC regu-
lations which allowed freedom of move-
ment and prevented deportation except
in the most serious circumstances.

However, it was only when the prosecu-
tor rose that the scribblers at the back
could record the rhetorical question they
had anticipated for so long. ‘You have got
an interest in anarchy, have you‘?’. By
showing that she had spent four months
here before enrolling for a language
course, he sought to show that Patricia’s
i;Ei.1B purpose had not been to learn
Eiinglish, as she claimed, but, by implica-
tion, something more sinister. By this
brief, irrelevant questioning the press
were satisfied and Patricia’s fate sealed.

After weighing up the arguments for
three seconds or less, Nichols announced
that imprisonment for 28 days would be
the sentence for threatening behaviour
and a recommendation for deportation
be made on the basis that her presence
here was ‘to the country’s potential detri-
ment’.

Insofar as the effect on Patricia’s
immediate future is concerned, this pre-
determined decision is to be contested in
every way possible and the system be ex-
posed for what it is, a sham protected by
the mask of mystery and respectability.
But in the broader sense, the whole se-
quence of events is to be seen simply as
confirmation of the irrelevance for anar-
chists of legality or illegality, innocence
or guilt and a reminder of the futility of

attempting to make headway within the
bounds of the state. As Patricia pointed
out, an ‘interest in anarchy’ is not illegal;
nevertheless, it provided the basis of the
deportation order. The guilty verdict was
for a minor offence reached on perjured
evidence; but it was expedient in opening
the way for a particularly severe sentence,
almost certainly decided upon shortly
after her arrest.

Predetermined as the verdict and sen-
tence were, justice was seen to be done
through civilised proceedings punctuated
by courteous exchanges of learned friends
and the patient hearing out (and prompt
ignoring) of lengthy defence submissions.
But nothing could conceal the magi-
strate’s limitless capacity to adjudicate on
the basis of exaggeration, innuendo and
an obsession with the activity of outside
agitators and international conspirators,
with the police seizing every opportunity
to prejudice the trial of Jean Weir by de-
faming her in open court.

There is litt e point in expressing sur-
prise at all this, for anarchists never ex-
pected anything less than a double trial
through both the courts and press. Is any-
thing to be learned from it‘? Perhaps, in
the light of bitter experience and in the
wake of ever more repressive state
measures, the time for open confronta-
tion should be preceded by a more subtle
advance where, in the words of another
victim, we gauge and operate only within
the limits of our effectiveness and choose
the right ground on the right terms, from
a position of strength.

R T

Latest news
On Monday 21st an application for bail
pending appeal was rejected. The police
objection was based on Patricia’s political
beliefs. The appeal will now be heard
after she has finished the sentence. A
campaign to publicise this case and the
State ’s attempt to deport Patricia has
been started. Help of any kind would be
appreciated.

Contact:
Friends of Patricia Giambi
c/o 121 Books
121 Railton Road
Heme Hill
London SE24.
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Anarchist
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At the end of May 1981, five members of the FREEDOlVl
Collective visited Northern Ire land at the invitation of the
Belfast Anarchist Collective. This review section contains
thoughts, news and comment, written during and after that
visit. The views expressed are individual ones.
Other contributions were offered by Ann, which a majority of
the Collective felt unable to publish on ideological grounds.

BREACHED barricades, riot debris everywhere, burned out
vehicles abandoned in housing estate s, searches of everyone
entering the city centre, raids in the middle of the night,
nervous soldiers patrolling busy shopping areas, the tensions
grown out of a familiarity with violence - all these, whilst
constituting what has become normality for Belfast or Derry,
leave tmforgettable impressions on the visitor. The inevit-
able, and perfectly valid, emotional response to such imp-
ressions immediately finds expression in the call ’Troops
Outl‘; the attempt to harness this response to an anarchist
analysis of events in the Six Cotmties in the 1' ht of the visit1% ,however, seems to raise more and more questions than before.

But this in no way abrogates the urgent task of seeking
answers. BAC, in their Writings in OUTTA CONTROL and
FREEDOM, and in their discussions with us, have consistent-
ly posed the questions from the vantage point of long experien-
ce in a situation to which no facile theorie s, tribalist or other-
wise, may be attached, and have sought to lay out an anarchist
perspective. It would be difficult to deny that anarchists have,
in general, avoided at all costs a properly objective examin-
ation of the situation in Northern Ire land, preferring instead
to concentrate on the important but less thorny problems of
more distant struggles. Why? After all, within a short
distance of Britain we are daily witnessing a most repressive
regime whose intensity supports no comparison with life in
London; a regime where the re is near total monitoring of
movement day and night, where constant use is made of the
Prevention of Terrorism Act to detain and prosecute ‘political
offenders‘, where the overt presence of armed forces often
reaches saturation point, whe re prisoners are condemned by
juryless Diplock courts, and where widespre ad condemnation
has been directed internationally, particularly from America.

One reason put forward to us in Belfast carries the distinct-
ive ring of truth: That such an examination would inevitably
involve the choice between total support for, or denial of, the
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aims of the IRA, an organisation which, on the face of it,
bears no apparent signs of movement towards anarchism.
Nevertheless, for whatever reason, ideological scruples must
not be allowed to erode the clear responsibility of focusing
attention on what has become the embodiment of the repressive
state visibly at work in utilising all its resource s, using the
streets of Belfast, Derry and elsewhere as a prime testing
ground for future urban \.ll'l1‘€ st in Britain. In doing so, the
striking image of people demanding to determine their own
existence emerges not just from individual IRA actions, but
rather from the close commimities of which the IRA guerrillas
are an indissoluble part.

Such an image is sharply defined in at least two ways.
Firstly, in the knowledge that the state forces, whether police
or army, are totally rejected by many thousands, demoralised,
and themselves effectively imprisoned in their garrisons,
barracks, Landrovers and Saracens. Unable to defeat the
IRA militarily, and hampered by the continued redundant
attempts to alight on a ‘political solution’, they are less able
than ever to justify their existence. Secondly, in the recog-
nitions of almost daily signs of reverses for the British state
and its agencies. There has been humiliation for the RUC and
army from people whose bitterness and violence makes them
impossible to control except by containment; humiliation for
the odious Atkins and his cronies, whose lies and scheming
did not prevail against the hunger strikers last December and
will not prevail now; humiliation for the arrogant, legalistic
Thatcher, who is only now discovering the cost of her intrans-
igence; and humiliation for parliament itself at the election of
Bobby Sands MP. '

A second reason, frequently argued, is that the scale of
distortion commonly achieved by the media makes extraction
of truth and genuine objective assessment impossible for
outsiders. Such an argument can be attempted by ideologues
who turn away from Northern Ireland as a situation too hot to
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handle. But to the most casual observer no propaganda can
mask the intensity of a war which has overcome every device
of the state, including proscription by legislation. Uncon-
trollable rioting, amounting at times to near insurrection, and
the willingness of prisoners to starve in prosecution of the
demands are stark facts which survive any attempt at dis-
tortion. The fact that the Divis flats have been partially des-
troyed by occupants suffering 67% unemployment is itself a
telling sign that the fight for better housing conditions and
work forms an inextricable part of the overall struggle.

No pragmatic analysis of the far reaching historical develop-
ments in Northern Ireland can begin without accepting that
the H?.A has always occupied a central role. Whatever epithet
used to condemn it, whether ‘authoritarian’, 'militarist’,
‘statist', and so on, it continues to offer formidable opposition
to the state and its members retain powerful living roots within
local communities, for whom republicanism is life blood rather
than an adopted cause. It appears inevitable that the growth
of libertarian influences, even in such potentially fertile
ground, cannot mature without recognition of this fact.

To accept this and act upon it is not to sacrifice ideological
principle for the sake of speedier, more immediate change,

Gunsand Grosses
IN Northern Ireland today the British Govt. is engaged in the
systematic oppression of 1, 500, 000 people. This oppression
covers‘ all areas of life, the cultural, economic, social and
the political. It is also applied regardless of religious
background. All are oppressed. Of course, some sections
of the population are hit harder than others. As is usually
the case it is those who are diffe rezt some way from the
majority of the population who suffer most. In England it is
the coloured community. In Northern Ire land it is the Catho-
lic. . -

Over hundreds of years the Catholic community in Ireland
has been under attack from the British. Since the 1920's
the major part of Ireland has freed itself from direct British
domination (however British economic domination remains).
As part of the price for that freedom an area in the North was
retained by the British. Set up as a ‘state within a state’,
Northern Ireland, with its own government at Stormont, is
perhaps the perfect example of how a large number of people
can be exploited, oppressed and denied any form of freedom
under the auspices of ‘Democracy’.

To keep control of Northern Ire land the British Government
delegated the running of the state let to the predominantly
Loyalist Protestant c ommunity. To maintain that control the
Protestant Government of Stormont engaged in a determined
denial of any rights to the Catholic community (some 30% of the
population). The police force was mainly Protestant, the
police reserve (the B Specials) was almost completely Pro-
testant. The Civil Service, local government, major indus-
tries and the public service companies gave priority in em-
ployment and promotion to the Protestants.

By use of 'gerrymande ring‘ (the manipulation of constituency
boundaries) elections of IVLPS and local councillors, even in
predominantly Catholic areas, were rigged in favour of the
Protestant Loyalist Partie s.

Naturally the Catholic community began to fight. The
historical method of resistance to the British had always been
the Republican Movement and its military wing the Irish
Republican Army. From 1920 onwards they engaged in many
campaigns with the avowed aim of forming a tmited 32 cotmty
Irish Republic. '

The Stormont Government replied with all the we apons of a
threatened State. Inte rnment without trial, harassment of the
dissident population and further oppression.

A distinct polarisation took place. On the one side the
Irish/Catholic/Republican community, yearning for a freedom
they had been denied for centuries. On the other the British/
Prote stant/Loyalist commtmity, only marginally better off in
the main, fearful of being absorbed into a country professing
a different religion, perhaps fearing a reversal of roles, of
being the powerless and not the powerful.

nor is it the justification of any me ans to achieve a common
end. In the short term, the absence of anarchist influence
apart, the IRA objective of causing a failure of will at West-
minster, resulting in withdrawal of the troops, appears in-
controve rtible. In the long term, after victory in the immed-
iate struggle, there are more far reaching difficulties for
anarchists concerned with developments in every area of life.
The central position of the IRA in such fundamental changes
only makes the difficulties insuperable if its strength can be
shown to lie outside the political and social life of the working
class, a view which even a brief visit makes untenable. If it
lies within, then the IRA, too, will be dynamic and subject to
the same changes, or else stagnate and fail. There is no
evidence to suggest that, should libertarian influences grow
within these communities, the IRA could remain ideologically
static and tmre sponsive, or indeed would wish to. Here,
perhaps, in the acceptance or denial of this probability, lies
the clear choice between attempting to stimulate the. argument
from within or continuing to frown and walk away, allowing an
impression of the past to determine an anarchist approach for
the future.

RT

In the 1960's, as in other cotmtries throughout the world, a
fee ling of anger, of protest, reached a new height. In North-
ern Ireland this led to the Civil Rights movement. The
Catholic COmm‘:nity became charged with a new vigour and
pride. Mass marches declared their intentions to be free and
equal. The Protestant State, fearing the mass movement as
all governments do, used its force to try and halt this explos‘-,2-:;
of feeling. The police and B Specials attempted to beat, gas
and shoot the protest into extinction. Of course they failed.
The British Government, fearful of international approbation,
sent in troops to stop what was becoming a mass insurrection.
The B Specials were disbanded and the British Army took
their place.

The oppression, intimidation and discrimination of the
Catholic community was directed now from Whitehall, the
smo-kescreen of Stormont removed, the iron fist in the iron
glove of the state was openly paraded. The Catholic commun-
ity replied with rent strikes and civil disobedience, they
replied with marches and riots and through the IRA and others
replied with the bullet and the bomb.

Today the war goes on. New tactics are tried on both sides,
some stay, some are dropped. New political initiatives are
touted. Victories are declared, defeats forgotten. Commun-
ities face each other across devastated streets, troops and
armed police patrol in armoured jeeps, empty gutted houses
testify to broken homes and often broken families, barbed .
wire, corrugated iron, burned out vehicles. Flags fly de-
claring each area‘s affiliation. A society locked in mortal
combat with no winners, only losers, politicians voicing hack-
neyed phrases always with one eye on the opinion polls and the
other on the media, generals and police chiefs clinging to their
talismans of ‘military solutions’ and ’law and order’, graffiti
on the walls ‘Brits out‘, ‘up the Queen‘, ‘up the Pope‘, 'UVF',
‘IRA’, 'Provies rule’, priests and preachers boasting of
Christian brotherhood whilst damning each others eyes.
Slums and palaces, churches and barracks, guns and crosses,
police and priests. Ireland's agony, Britain's surgery with-
out anaesthetic, hatred and distrust, death and mutilation, all
in the name of Democracy, Civilisation, Republicanism, the
One True Faith, all in OUR name, which ever ‘side’ we pur-
port to be on.

This is what we have to fight, this is what we have to defeat.
To bring people together in mutual trust, cooperation, toler-
ance of each others difference s, to bring love and peace to
this sad, troubled land, to heal the scars that divide us all,
here and there. We can argue the methods, the ways, the
means but the solution cannot be doubted. As anarchists we
must work towards a free and equal society, an Anarchy.
There is the solution to Northe rn Ire land and to everywhere
such conditions exist.

DAVID lvicCABE


